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The “I” Word
While Linn’s won’t use it (August 22nd issue, page 4), ASD&C
has. In an article written by Richard Lehmann in the September
issue (page 30), Mr. Lehmann did. He clearly supports our long
-held position that stamp collecting can be a hobby for BOTH
pleasure AND profit.
Using the “I” word, investing, has been a taboo far too long.
While traditionalists think investing will ruin the hobby, they are
acting in both an unrealistic and disingenuous manner.
The stamp hobby needs an influx of new blood. Over the next
ten years, the hobby will be under greater pressure than ever
before as more of the older traditionalists become unable to
continue collecting.
If new blood is not introduced into the hobby soon, the hobby
will find itself floundering. This is such a serious issue that we
have devoted the Editor’s Comments column to a more indepth discussion of stamp collecting and investment.

Editor’s Thoughts / “Investment” is NOT a Four Letter Word!
Linn’s is the premier stamp periodical. It represents the voice of the majority of the
hobby’s “leaders.” Therefore, Linn’s Editorial Director, Ms. Donna Houseman,
should speak for the hobby.
In her weekly column, “Editor’s Insights,” in the August 22nd issue of Linn’s (page
4), Ms. Houseman effectively shines the light on why the stamp collecting hobby is
bleeding out. Her comments are shocking and show a lack of a perceived solution
for reinvigorating the hobby.
Harsh words? Not really. Here are some of her “insights:”
Her admission: “For many years, the editors of Linn’s have consciously avoided the “I” word
(“Investment”) in our writings and downplayed the investment angle of collecting stamps.”
Her 1950’s attitude: “We encourage collectors to collect stamps for the pleasure they bring, their
educational value, and for the camaraderie shared with fellow collectors in the stamp community.”
Her recommendation: “Our recommendation is to buy stamps for fun. Take pleasure in their
beauty.” She believes that collecting and investing are mutually exclusive.

Editor’s Thoughts / Continued
Those thoughts are the reason why the hobby is dying. Perpetuating such lack of professional analysis will only ensure that the hobby shrinks at a faster pace. Amos Publishing should question the viability of their publications, catalogs and supplies with
fewer and fewer potential buyers in the market.
Today, attempting to recruit new collectors at the early age, when most of us started
collecting, is a futile exercise. As times change, the hobby has not. Its philosophies are
basically unchanged since World War II ended. Yet during that period, life has so dramatically changed that there is almost no commonality between young people in the
1950’s and today.
While a new breed of collector is definitely needed, there is virtually no hope of recruiting youngsters. The hobby leaders, however, will not let go of that ghost.

So where will we get our new blood? One strategy is clear. We should focus our attention on that group of young professionals with significant disposable incomes. They are
looking for alternative areas for their investing activities.
Until recent times, the knowledge needed to become a sophisticated buyer involved a
great commitment of time. This did not allow for new investors to easily enter the hobby. There was no clear pathway for interested people to enter the hobby.
Enter grading at the turn of the 21st century. Grading provides all the essential elements that are needed and wanted by a new sophisticated investor class. It ensures
that buyers obtain exactly what they think they are purchasing. There is no more placing faith in individual dealers, some of whom have demonstrated less than ethical
practices (especially in self-grading their stamp portfolios).
While grading is accomplished by more than a half-dozen enterprises, PSE and PF are
the most respected and informative graders. PSE provides unique support for the hobby’s new class through its graded population and valuation databases.
There is a great deal of resistance to grading among the hobby’s leadership. Why
should this exist if grading has the potential to help save the hobby? It all boils down to
simple personal greed.
Most dealers don’t like grading because their inventories are over-valued. How often
have you seen a dealer’s “superb” stamp that probably would not even qualify for a 90
grade?
Publications don’t like grading because they depend heavily on dealer ads and in the

Editor’s Thoughts / Continued
case of Linn’s, stamp hobby supplies like albums and catalogs. Grading will cut into
that revenue stream.
There are some dealers who have embraced grading and will be the prominent dealers of the future. Of these dealers, Steve Crippe stands out as leading the grading
charge. Steve not only focuses his selling efforts on graded material but also provides
a myriad of data that the new class of sophisticated collector/investor will need in order
to make sound investment decisions.
If you haven’t seen Steve’s web site, you can find it at www.gradedstamps.com. It will
show you what a future successful dealer will look like. While traditional dealers will
encounter declining activity, dealers focused on graded material will see their business
rapidly expand as the new class of collector/investor increases.

Prediction: If the existing hobby leadership does not embrace investing and
grading in the near term, they will decline and eventually perish as new leadership focused on investing and grading emerges. Traditional participants - start changing or
join the dinosaurs!

100J of the Month / A Magnificent 100J UPT. A Beauty!
I always prefer showing 100J’s that are owned by readers. This month we are displaying a reader owned 100J that is also a UPT (see the September issue for a discussion
of unique population tops). This Q7 is a true beauty!

100J of the Month / Continued

Used
NG/RG/DG
OG (hinged)
NH

Total
19
5
41
68

≤ 95J
15
5
37
62

Q7 POPULATION
98
98J
1
2
2
6

100

100J
1

2
As of 09/27/2016

Used
OG (hinged)
NH

98
$650
$350
$3,000

Q7 VALUATION
98J
100
$875
$450

100J
NV

As of 09/27/2016

This month’s 100J is supported by PSE certificate 01168663 dated August 29, 2013.
The charts above display the current PSE Q7 data. Note - PSE does not value 100J’s.
It is worth noting that of the fourteen (14) 100J’s in the Parcel Post series, only three
(3) are UPT’s: Q4 OG / Q7 Used (this stamp) / Q12 OG.
The Set Registry indicates the difficulty of constructing a used set. While both the OG
and NH sets are rated in the 99 range and have multiple sets with 100% completion,
the best current used set is only rated 74.06 with 92% completion. This month’s 100J
would be a great anchor for accumulating an award winning used set of Parcel Posts.

Topic of the Month / Our First Guest Article - Where Have All the Jumbos Gone?
We are delighted to present our first guest article. The author is Rich Spector. Rich is
an avid grading and PSE fan. Read his great article below.

Where Have All the Jumbos Gone?
An Analysis of Jumbo Commemorative Populations
from the 1890’s to the 1950’s
In 1823, the word “jumbo” entered the English language as a slang term meaning “a
big, clumsy person, animal, or thing.” Approximately 150 years later, Seymour Jacobs
(of Simmy’s Stamp Company) added the term to the philatelic lexicon, using it to describe a stamp having unusually large margins. It took far less time for new jumbos to
all but disappear from the philatelic landscape.

Topic of the Month / Continued
To illustrate this issue, let’s take a look at the frequency of jumbo commemoratives occurring by decade, starting with the 1890’s and continuing to the 1950’s. We are considering
only perforated sheet stamps in this analysis. All population data is taken from the PSE
population report as of September 20.

To underscore the precipitous drop in the frequency of jumbos from the early decades of
the twentieth century to the 1940’s and 1950’s, consider this fact: In the PSE inventory,
the number of jumbos recorded for the entire decades of the 1940’s and 1950’s (45) is
barely half the amount (89) for a single issue of the 1920’s, Scott number 650 (the 5-cent
National Aeronautics issue). This is remarkable considering that the number of graded
1940’s and 1950’s commemoratives is more than 100 times that of graded 650’s. The
jumbo populations of three other commemorative issues of the 1920’s (644, 649, and
651) also exceed the jumbo population of all commemoratives issued in the 1940’s and
1950’s combined, according to the PSE inventory.
To understand this phenomenon, a brief review of the methods used to produce stamps
and, more importantly, to perforate them, is critical. Ideally, all stamps of a given issue
should be the same size (and well-centered), which has been the goal of stamp production since at least the 1920’s. In this context, then, jumbos are actually production errors.
It follows, therefore, that as production methods improve, the variation in stamp size, and
hence the incidence of jumbos, should be reduced. The printing and perforating improvements implemented by the Bureau of Engraving and Printing (BEP) dramatically improved the consistency of stamp production. But what were these improvements and
which ones significantly reduced the incidence of jumbos?

Topic of the Month / Continued
The BEP took over manufacture of United States stamps from the American Banknote
Company in 1894, following the production of the Columbian Exposition issue, believing that they could produce stamps more efficiently. Their first commemoratives, the
Trans-Mississippi Exposition issue, contain 4.5% jumbos, a significant reduction from
the 14.6% in the Columbians. During the decade of the 1900’s, the Bureau produced
jumbos at a rate of 7.1%. So, initially at least, it appears the BEP had found a way to
manufacture stamps more consistently.
Fortunately for jumbo collectors, this trend did not last. The incidence of jumbos remained steady at slightly less than 14% (similar to the Columbians) from 1910 into the
early 1930’s. And then a dramatic change, involving three factors, took place. In the
next installment, we’ll tell you what these factors were.
NOTE: It is important to realize that there is an inherent sampling bias in this
analysis: Only stamps in the PSE population report are being considered. Clearly,
these graded stamps represent a tiny fraction of all the commemorative stamps produced during this time. The sampling method, however, is consistent throughout this
study, and the stamp populations analyzed are sufficiently large to give statistically
meaningful results.
Part 2 in the November issue of 100J.

Database of the Month / The K’s - Offices in China
While BOB (back of the book) stamps may be enjoying some increased interest, the
Offices in China issues are at the top of that list. They were issued to facilitate postage
rates for letters and packages being mailed from the US Postal Agency in Shanghai to
the US. The users of these stamps were American soldiers and diplomatic staff that
were assigned to China to protect American personnel and interests.
The stamps were delivered to the Shanghai postal facility for issuance on July 1, 1919.
They were withdrawn from sale when the postal facility closed in December 1922. They
were available from the Philatelic Agency in Washington for a short time in 1923.
From the attached database, you will see that highly graded (98+) examples are very
scarce/rare. This is to a great degree based on the quantities issued. Scott notes that
actual quantities are not completely verified. The quantities listed are issued with no
indication of the quantities destroyed. The issued quantities are extremely small. K17
and K18, the locally surcharged values, have issued quantities of only 10,000 each.
We have reviewed the series OG (hinged) and NH conditions. It should be eye opening
for those not very familiar with this great series. Enjoy.

Tip of the Month / The 1930’s Purples
This month, we are “tipping” several of the 1930 3¢ purple commemoratives. The domestic first class rate was changed from 2¢ to 3¢ on July 6, 1932. The color selection of
purple for three-cent values was a policy with few exceptions dating back as early as the
1880’s.
The five purples we are focused on this month should be considered rare by all standards. After 14 years of grading, the quantities of highly graded examples are extremely
low.
While the values are significant, there are opportunities here. Current data points for
these issues is listed below:
Scott

Scott

718

Total

98

#
$

41

3
$195

727

#
$

78

12
$160

795

#
$

40

3
$140

837

#
$

56

854

#
$

53

POPULATION
98J
100
1
$265

100J

98-100J

4
$525

8

2
$400

14

4
$325

8

11
$135

2
$375

13

8
$100

2
$350

10

1
$175

As of 09/29/2016

718 / 98

727 / 98

837 / 100

795 / 98

854 / 98

Tip of the Month / Continued
For those readers who have closely followed our investment writings, you have noted
that we believe that the most important metric in establishing valuations is the dilution
factor.

Simply stated, dilution is the speed at which new graded examples are added to the existing populations. The slower newly-graded stamps are added, the more present valuations should remain intact or increase. Stamps that have many newly-graded examples added to the population are prone to valuation declines.
Therefore, you should always look for a discussion regarding dilution before you accept
opinions on valuations. All dilution metrics are not equal. The most current dilution is
the most relevant.
For the five stamps we are tipping this month, here are the dilution metrics:
Period: 11/11/15 - 09/29/16 (10½ Months)
Population Dilution
Scott
Total
Highly Graded (98+)
718
Add 1
No Change
727
No Change
No Change
795
No Change
No Change
837
Add 1
No Change
854
Add 3
Add 1 100

These metrics should convince the reader that there is almost no dilution occurring in
the high grades (98+) of these five stamps. This speaks loudly for the investment value
of the stamps we are tipping this month.
STRATEGIES
Graded: Purchasing graded examples (98+) would be a good investment at or near their SMQ valuations. As of this writing, there is only one example for sale on eBay - Scott 837 graded 98 at $127. There
are no other examples for sale. The two jumbo examples are greatly undervalued. If dilution continues at
the present very low rate, these stamps should increase in value.

Ungraded: Purchasing ungraded examples and submitting them for grading would seem like a positive strategy. Unfortunately well-centered examples are neither cheap nor readily available. Finding a
potential candidate that will be graded 98+ would be a real accomplishment. When you review the dilution table above and see that for the last 10½ months only 1 additional highly-graded stamp was added
to the population, you will understand the scarce/rare nature of these five stamps.

Potential Valuations: The present valuations appear low based on the populations and the almost
zero dilution. These stamps should be revalued upward by PSE. In our opinion, increases could range
between 35-60%.

Tip of the Month / Continued
Conflict-of-Interest Statement: Never accept a “tip” about anything from anyone
who does not provide you with a conflict of interest statement. You need to understand
if that person is providing a tip to help themselves rather than you.
As of September 29, 2016, I own no highly-graded (98+) examples of any of the five
stamps discussed above. I do own a few ungraded examples (especially Scott 727)
that will be submitted to PSE for grading.

The Tip of the Month section contains the sole opinions of the editorial staff of 100J. They are not
based on comments by any dealer or organization. The opinions expressed in this section should not be
relied upon for any purchase contemplated by the reader. The opinions expressed are strictly the unsubstantiated views of the editorial staff of 100J.

Grading Contest / September Contest
We have our second two-time winner - Rich Spector. Rich is also our first guest author. His article, “Where Have All the Jumbos Gone?” appears as the Topic of the
Month in this issue. It is a fascinating read. He is our new model for participation.
Thanks Rich. It is much appreciated.
Once again, there was no accurate answer to the September grading contest. Rich
had the closest guess at 91.00. We threw a ringer into the September contest. While
we normally include higher graded stamps in our contests, last month we included a
coil pair that graded only 80. From what we have seen from the contest submissions,
almost everyone over estimated that grade.
Here are the stamps from the September contest:

Scott 490. Graded 80 Used. Certificate 01262152
dated May 10, 2013. The stamp was off-center in
several areas - right margin (thinner than left), bottom margin (thinner than top) and middle perfs (left
of center guide line). The cancel is light and not
distracting. The center guide line perfs are probably
the weak link. They are very close to the left stamp
design and most likely the cause of the 80 grade.

Grading Contest / Continued
Scott 847. Graded 98 NH. Certificate 01090041
dated February 2, 2007. This is a nicely graded
coil pair. It probably failed to achieve a 100 grade
because the top and bottom margins are slightly
undersized. There are 22 pairs graded 98 and only
8 pairs graded higher. The pair is valued by PSE
at $250. A very nice example.

Scott 1054b. Graded 98 NH. Certificate 01135640
dated August 20, 2007. There is some confusion
with this stamp. It is encapsulated. The Scott number on that label is 1054 (wet printing). The Scott
number on the certificate copy on the PSE website
is 1054b (dry printing). There is no difference in
valuation but the dry printing has a greater population. Either way, a very nice coil pair.

The average grade for the September contest was calculated as follows: 80 (Scott 490)
+ 98 (Scott 847) + 98 (Scott 1054) = 276 / 3 = 92.00.
Even though we do not require individual grades, many of you submit the grades for
each stamp. It is very interesting for us to review the individual grades. While many of
the average grades are close, the individual grades show a very wide disparity.

Grading Contest / October Contest
We will present three stamps that were graded by PSE. Your challenge is to guess the
average grade of the three stamps. The person who guesses the closest to the average grade of the three stamps will win $100 for their first win and $50 for each subsequent win. The prize money will be directly deposited into the winner’s PayPal account.
The winner will also get their 15 minutes of fame in the next 100J. Ties will be broken in favor of the earliest answer submitted.
The contest is based solely on centering. All jumbos are worth 3 additional points.

Grading Contest / Continued
An example: If three stamps are graded 98, 95J and 90, the average would be 95.33
calculated as follows: 98 + 95 + 3 (for the jumbo) + 90 = 286 / 3 = 95.33. This example
has nothing to do with the stamps below.
Below are the three stamps for the October contest. Guess your best. Good luck! Just
email us (lieberra@comcast.net) with your best estimate (one per reader, please).
Please submit your entry no later than Friday October 28 th.

Scott 285 H

Scott 298 Used

Grading Contest / Continued

Scott C31 NH

Here is your chance to become a published author. We
want you to write an article
about graded stamps. It can
be personal or scholarly. We
will help you at every step.
It can be a great deal of fun
and leave you with a feeling
of accomplishment.
Help us educate and entertain the readers of 100J.
Share your knowledge.
Contact us if you think you
would like to participate.
Thank you!

100J is a monthly newsletter created by the eBay store thanks-for-the-memories-1. It is delivered free
of charge to all thanks-for-the-memories-1 buyers and others requesting a subscription. It is edited by
Ray Lieberman. You may unsubscribe by emailing lieberra@comcast.net .

